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Abstract

We introduce a framework for the use of large language models (LLMs) in Building
Understandable Messaging for Policy and Evidence Review (BUMPER). LLMs are
proving capable of providing interfaces for understanding and synthesizing large
databases of diverse media. This presents an exciting opportunity to supercharge
the translation of scientific evidence into policy and action, thereby improving
livelihoods around the world. However, these models also pose challenges related to
access, trust-worthiness, and accountability. The BUMPER framework is built atop
a scientific knowledge base (e.g., documentation, code, survey data) by the same
scientists (e.g., individual contributor, lab, consortium). We focus on a solution that
builds trustworthiness through transparency, scope-limiting, explicit-checks, and
uncertainty measures. LLMs are rapidly being adopted and consequences are poorly
understood. The framework addresses open questions regarding the reliability of
LLMs and their use in high-stakes applications. We provide a worked example
in health policy for a model designed to inform measles control programs. We
argue that this framework can facilitate accessibility of and confidence in scientific
evidence for policymakers, drive a focus on policy-relevance and translatability
for researchers, and ultimately increase and accelerate the impact of scientific
knowledge used for policy decisions.

1 Introduction

A core motivating factor, and source of funding, for many scientific studies is to improve livelihoods
in our communities, nations, or world. Budgets for research and development have been steadily
growing with the US government alone reaching over 700 billion dollars in 2020 [Anderson et al.,
2023]. However, to have impact, a scientific result needs to be communicated effectively [Weiss, 1975,
1979, Gluckman and Wilsdon, 2016, Wilsdon et al., 2014, Elliott et al., 2021]. Today, the way science
is communicated often results in isolated monoliths of evidence, including papers, proceedings,
presentations, and datasets, which are detached from the real-world situations and questions that
could benefit from their insights. While there are ways for decision makers to request and receive
advice from the scientists, they are not straightforward [Gluckman et al., 2021]. We present a
framework for the use of large language models (LLMs) in Building Understandable Messaging for
Policy and Evidence Review (BUMPER). BUMPER utilizes a reactive chat interface to bridge the
gap between individual scientific studies and their application in, for example, policy. BUMPER
is not meant to generate new evidence by, e.g., functional search [Romera-Paredes et al., 2024] or
synthesis [Zheng et al., 2023]; rather, it is a translational tool for existing evidence. It features a
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Figure 1: An overview of the BUMPER framework. See steps 1-5 in section 2 for details.

novel compliance score and, unlike many popular tools today, establishes clear ownership, enabling
accountability and keeping the scientist “in the loop”. BUMPER has the potential to empower
policymakers to more effectively use evidence and data in their decision-making processes.

Who is at fault if you build a clock and give it to someone seeking a compass, only for them to later
wander in circles? The process of transferring science to decision making wrestles with this problem:
what mechanisms can ensure that the right information is incorporated into the right application? To
address this key issue, BUMPER is more than just a chatbot. It introduces innovative, scope-limiting
and transparent checks that are defined by the scientists, while also ensuring clear attribution and
ownership. Unlike many other guardrail architectures [Rajpal, 2024, Inan et al., 2023, Rebedea et al.,
2023, Goyal et al., 2024, Dong et al., 2024], BUMPER does not directly affect the output by e.g.,
filtering or iteration. We argue this pattern promotes trustworthiness and show case studies from a
real-world disease modeling analysis and a toy-model.

LLMs promise to transform scientific knowledge transfer by allowing users to pose questions or
describe scenarios in familiar language rather than navigating an ever-expanding sea of evidence and
technical lingo Lewis et al. [2021]. However, these models, already in active use, pose challenges
related to access, trustworthiness, and accountability [Bommasani et al., 2022]. In particular, LLMs’
demonstrated predilection for hallucination is significant concern regarding their use in high-stakes
applications [Adlakha et al., 2024, Liu et al., 2022, Muhlgay et al., 2024, Li et al., 2023]. Decision
making is one arena where, even the occasional failure, can have severe consequences across the
system impacting not only high-impact issues, but also trust and relations between scientists and
decision makers. While the problem of LLM hallucinations remains an unsolved challenge, the
BUMPER framework offers a promising and novel path forward in the scientific discourse surrounding
how we, as a global society, can safely harness the potential LLMs offer. Our contributions include:

• Demonstrating how LLMs can be used for scientific evidence synthesis while maintaining
direct association and ownership with the scientists

• Formalizing a compliance score to assess performance and trustworthiness

• Establishing methods to characterize the stability of the framework

• Prototyping code and case studies to enable scientists to explore this space

In this paper we first describe the BUMPER framework, highlighting its novel features as well as
potential in the space of evidence translation. We then demonstrate the framework first with a simple
example of a model for rugby team performance and second a real-world application for health policy
with a model of measles seasonality and susceptibility. We conclude with a discussion.

2 Framework

Decision makers have questions, concerns, and pressures. Scientists produce analyses with results,
assumptions, and limitations. The role of BUMPER is to bridge the two via natural language and a
well-defined, purposeful architecture.
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The scientist begins with a set of assets composing the knowledge base, K, and designs a set of actions,
A = (a0, . . . , aJ). Each action, ai, takes a subset of K as inputs along with other optional argument.
The outputs of each ai is information derived from the knowledge base and potentially relevant to
the user. Lastly, the scientist must supply guidelines G composed of criteria, C = (c0, . . . , cN ), and
topics, T = (t0, . . . , tM ). With these elements, evidence is synthesized in 6 steps: 1) A question
from the user is passed to an LLM. 2) The LLM is used to identify which subset of actions, ai ∈ A,
are relevant. 3) The actions are executed and results are aggregated to synthesize an answer using
the LLM. 4) Another LLM instance is used test whether the answer complies with the guidelines, G
and produces a score. 5) The answer and score are returned to the user. Illustrated in Figure 1, the
BUMPER workflow steps 1-5 are:

1) User interaction: The user interacts with BUMPER in a prompt-reply loop or chat format. The text
from a user’s prompts and the BUMPER responses are stored in a thread that both the user and LLM
have access to (see Figure 3 for an example). Areas of interest a user might have include: methods,
scope, risk, comparisons, counterfactuals, situational estimation, financials/cost, and prioritization.
However, not all of these topics will be appropriate for any single BUMPER knowledge base. The
role of the guidelines in step 5 is to flag when a synthesized answer lies out of scope.

2) Action identification: To create a BUMPER associated with a scientific analysis, the scientist
identifies components of their work that may be relevant to decision makers. For example, this may
be particular pieces of documentation, calculations, or simulation results. For each piece, the scientist
creates a function whose output is input for the LLM. This is most likely, but not limited to, text and
the functions can vary widely from a table lookup to running code [Google, OpenAI]. In addition
the functions, the scientist also provides a description of the function describing its purpose and
providing context for understanding the result. This meta-data provides the context for matching
functions to a query.

The task of matching actions can be solved in a variety of ways and, under the umbrella term “agents”
[Xi et al., 2023], and is an area of rapid development. In our examples we use OpenAI’s assistants
API which is a black box regarding how the matching is done. However, there do exist open-source
methods combining LLMs with tasks that may extend to this problem [e.g., TALM, PAL, ReAct;
Parisi et al., 2022, Gao et al., 2023, Yao et al., 2023, Wang et al., 2023, Aksitov et al., 2023].

3) Knowledge retrieval and aggregation: The results of the selected actions, along with the function
meta-data, are aggregated to provide context for answering the original question using an LLM. The
resulting outpus is the synthesized evidence, E.

4/5) Evidence scoring and output: The final step involves generating a flag (pass/fail) and a white-box
score, S, to indicate whether and how well the answer aligns with the intended purpose of the original
knowledge base, K. Using an LLM (without the original context), the synthesized evidence is
compared against the criteria and topics that make up the guidelines. The criteria list the requirements
that must be met (e.g., do not provide financial estimates), while the topics further limit the scope of
the answer (e.g., methodology). See case studies for further details with context.

To distinguish between confidence in the correctness of the synthesized answer and confidence in
whether the answer is in-scope, we utilise a compliance score S. To generate S, where S ∈ [0, 1], we
take the LLM-generated output from the guideline check and de-compose it into its individual tokens
(alpha-numeric combinations that concatenate into the output text). For a given input to the LLM, G,
each returned token has a probability PT (G) given the previous tokens T = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1. The
probability of the first token P0 is a proxy for confidence [Guo et al., 2017, Malinin and Gales, 2021,
Jiang et al., 2021, Kadavath et al., 2022]. We focus on two ways to compute S:

1. A single simultaneous assessment of all the guidelines, S = P0

2. Combining assessments of the guideline components:

S =

N∏
i=0

P0(ci)×

[
1−

M∏
i=0

(1− P0(ti))

]
(1)

We find that combining assessments of the guideline elements tends to be more consistent over
multiple iterations with lower compliance scores. This result is consistent with previous studies
showing that while LLMs tend to be overconfident when verbalizing their confidence [Xiong et al.,
2024] there exist techniques for addressing this issue. See section 4 for examples and further
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Figure 2: Comparing ChatGPT4 (with context) to a statistical model BUMPER. a) Shows the
BUMPER answer. b) contains a figure from the PyMC tutorial which plots the modelled attack
statistic for 4 markov-chains [Coyle et al.]. c) Shows answers from ChatGPT4 run with the tutorial as
context (run on 5/20/2024).

discussion. This compliance score is not used to augment the synthesized evidence, but returned
alongside it. This is a novel and critical element of BUMPER: the score is not meant to improve
performance, but to rather to provide a direct conduit for the scientist to remain in the loop and
indicate how well the answer conforms with the overarching criteria. Importantly, it is a measure of
compliance and not correctness.

Another key option for BUMPER is to prompt the LLM to output an “explanation” of its answer.
This provides to the user complementary information that can help de-mystify the pass/fail flag and
compliance score. We also see that adding an explanation directive to the LLM prompt impacts the
compliance score. Explanation augmented prompts, related to chain-of-thought, have been shown
to strong effect a variety of tasks from symbolic reasoning to commonsense question answering
[Kojima et al., 2022, Lampinen et al., 2022, Wei et al., 2023, Talmor et al., 2019]. Understanding
the mechanism that causes this phenomenon is the topic of active research, but out of scope for the
present paper.

We present BUMPER as a generalized framework both for the knowledge being transferred, but also
note that it can be built from a variety of libraries and languages, the implications of which will be
discussed later. Our examples utilize the OpenAI API with gpt-4-0125-preview [OpenAI]. Code is
available on GitHub at https://github.com/krosenfeld/bumper_paper.

3 Synthesizing evidence: six nations rugby championship example

We use a tutorial from PyMC as a first demonstration and template for interested users (see appendix
A.1). The tutorial describes a Bayesian hierarchical model to analyze and predict outcomes of a rugby
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tournament (the Six Nations Championship) [Coyle et al., Baio and Blangiardo, 2010]. In rugby, two
teams play against each other, running with the ball in hand. An “offense” or “attack” by one team
against their opponent is met by a “defense”. The strength of an offense, in rugby, means how well
the team is able attack the opponent. Historical home and away scores are modeled using a log-linear
random effects model with parameters capturing both the attack and defensive strengths of the teams.

For this BUMPER example, we constructed two functions to access the estimated attack and
defensive strengths of each team, similar to a database query. In Figure 2, we demonstrate how this
BUMPER performs against ChatGPT4 with the tutorial as context. 4 The user query for this example
is: “Which team has the second worst attack?”. BUMPER provides an answer with specificity and
clearly related to the provided evidence (e.g., using the estimated model parameters) while ChatGPT4
incorrectly hedges its answer.

4 Towards trustworthiness: a case study for health policy

LLMs are fast evolving into tools that exhibit many of the human-like characteristics that encourage
trust and engagement: memory, speech, and multi-modal capability [ope, b,a]. However, while
these models may affect trust, they have not earned it. In their study establishing trustworthiness
benchmarks, Sun et al. [Sun et al., 2024] compare measures of trustworthiness to measures of utility.
We contend that in high-stakes situations, trustworthiness is essential for utility. If you cannot trust
a tool, how can you rely on it for critical tasks? We will demonstrate how BUMPER designs for
trustworthiness by applying our framework to an existing, open-source model that estimates the
seasonal patterns and outbreak potential for measles [Thakkar et al., 2024b].

Measles is a highly contagious disease that has a safe and highly effective vaccine [Moss and Strebel,
2023]. Currently the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends that every child receive a dose
of the measles containing vaccine (MCV) as part of a routine childhood vaccination program but
there are many places where the fraction of children who receive this vaccine fall far short of WHO
targets (95%) [WHO/UNICEF, 2023]. In some places, particularly where measles is a constant threat,
countries chose to run time-limited, age-targeted supplementary immunization activities (SIAs), or
vaccination campaigns. These activities, in conjunction with routine childhood vaccinations, have
proven to be an essential tool in avoiding large, catastrophic measles outbreaks [WHO, 2016, Thakkar
et al., 2024a].

Planning and executing an SIA is challenging and requires coordination at multiple levels of gov-
ernment, attainment of funds from various sources, and management of resources and people.
Government officials are key decision makers. Evidence in the form of monitoring, modelling, and
and guidelines can help ensure that these campaigns are effective at stopping devastating measles
outbreaks[Verguet et al., 2015, WHO, 2016]. One important consideration is the timing of, or when,
an SIA should occur. Timing can be roughly broken down into what year, dictated by the build up
of susceptible individuals, and what month, driven by the well-known seasonality of transmission.
Plans are determined by individual countries informed by detailed transmission models [Thakkar
et al., 2019, Zimmermann et al., 2019] or heuristics [Verguet et al., 2015, WHO, 2016]. The analysis
we chose for this example uses historical measles cases to estimate country-specific seasonality and
relative susceptibility (see 3).

The example’s body of evidence is composed of executable code and a paper (see table 3in appendix
A.2). The code is written in python and fast enough to real in real-time. We wrote wrapper
functions around python scripts available on GitHub5 to generate country-specific estimates of:
1) low transmission months, 2) high transmission months, 3) months to run SIAs, and 4) relative
susceptibility. For questions regarding methodology we create a separate assistant (see Figure 1)
that handles the vector-database query. This allows additional prompt engineering and document
targeting not otherwise available through the OpenAI API. Figure 3 provides an example comparing
the synthesized, textual evidence provided by BUMPER with visual evidence that might be found in
supplementary material or a dashboard.

The guidelines are listed in appendix A.3. BUMPER uses an LLM to determine whether the
synthesized evidence is consistent with this statement of purpose (see Figure 1) and records the token

4https://www.pymc.io/projects/examples/en/latest/case_studies/rugby_analytics.html
5https://github.com/NThakkar-IDM/seasonality
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Figure 3: Comparison of visual evidence to textual evidence from BUMPER.

Figure 4: Distributions of compliance scores/token probabilities (S = P0) and overall result (no/yes)
returned by the guidelines check. The check is computed against the entire set G = (c0, . . . , cN ) ∪
(t0, . . . , tm) with no prompt for explanation (see section 2 details and appendix A.4 for examples).
The check is called multiple times (N = 3) for each synthesized answer (N = 25) for a fixed query
(N = 2; row).

log probability as an indicator of confidence [Guo et al., 2017, Jiang et al., 2021]. In Figure 4a we
show the distribution of the token level probabilities (P0) for synthesized evidence answering a single
query: a) “When should the next SIA in Cameroon be planned?” and b) “When should Cameroon run
SIAs?”. From inspection of the answers we know that all 3 models do well in answering the question,
but this critical step to check whether the answer passes the check see a consistent answer from gpt-
3.5-turbo-0125 but clear bi-modality from gpt-4-0125-preview and gpt-4o-2024-05-13. Furthermore,
comparing across the similarly worded questions we see that the token-level probabilities distributions
change. In particular, gpt-4o-2024-05-13 passes answers more consistently than the former. These
distributions reveal inconsistencies that undermine BUMPER’s reliability and must be addressed to
ensure its trustworthiness."

Next we prompt the LLM to provide an explanation. The resulting S = P0 distributions are shown
in Figure 5b. Figure 5a runs an assessment on each element of the guidelines: ci and ti. The token
probabilities are combined as described in section 2. We observe that this produces significant change
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Figure 5: Distributions of compliance scores and overall result (no/yes) returned by the guidelines
check. The check is called is multiple times (N = 3) for multiple synthesized answers (N = 25) for
a fixed query (N = 2; row). Blue/green bars are the same as plotted in Figure 4.a) shows with both
the explanation augmented prompt and individual assessments of each guideline element. b) shows
in gray/purple the scores from an explanation augmented prompt.

in the S distributions: adding the explanation adds stability to the assessment and checking the
guidelines by element reduces the compliance score and increases the spread of S.

While the compliance score distributions are a helpful indicator of stability, they do not provide much
insight into what is causing the various behaviors. Dimensionality reduction techniques combined
with clustering can be a powerful tool for developing such intuition. We demonstrate this in figure 6
where we show a UMAP embedding [2 components, 18 neighbors; McInnes et al., 2020] of N=1100
gpt-4-0125-preview answers to the question: “When should Cameroon plan SIAs?”. Each sample
plotted is colored by the compliance score generated from evaluation against the whole guideline, G,
and without a prompt to supply evidence. The embedding, which we established was stable through
visual inspection, reveals distinct clusters that are generally consistent in their compliance score.

We can use K-means to classify the different answers according to the UMAP embedding (see A.5
for examples). In this example we immediately learn that some of the clusters are replicate answers
while other answers vary. This is indicated by the Jacard similarity score calculated between 20
pairs in the cluster that annotates the Figure 6. We also learn that the guidelines check is resulting
in pass/fail states for some of these clusters but not exclusively (see cluster C4). This supports an
interpretation that the evidence prompt (which resolves these issues) is providing both consistency
across and flexibility towards evaluating the synthesized answers.

Lastly, the compliance score is part of a suite of checks. Table 1 provides some examples on various
ways that BUMPER can signal to the user that an answer may not be good. The identified classes,
error, out-of-scope, check flag, and check fail, are all associated with choices the scientist makes
when assembling their BUMPER.
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Figure 6: K-means clustering of a UMAP embedding for synthesized answers (gpt-4-0125-preview)
to the question: “When should Cameroon plan SIAs?”. The guideline check was run against the
whole guideline and without a prompt for explanation. We have added Jaccard similarity metrics run
for 20 samples of the identified cluster for clusters with variation in their answer. This visualization
reveals failure modes that appear without the additional prompt and evaluation structure.

5 Discussion

There exist many methods and tools that can query large, multi-modal, databases [Pietsch et al., 2019,
Liu, 2022] and they continue to innovate on, for example, extending attention beyond fixed context
windows [Dai et al., 2019, Gu et al., 2022, Munkhdalai et al., 2024] and improvements upon the RAG
schema [Glass et al., 2022, Asai et al., 2023, Yan et al., 2024]. These tools are increasingly capable in
their ability to ingest any type of media, demonstrating both the exciting potential for communicating
information irrespective of medium. There is a rapidly growing body of work applying such tools
to scientific knowledge extraction and synthesis [Wang et al., 2024, Susnjak et al., 2024]. However,
these studies usually emphasize how to build tools that perform across a field of research. This work
presents the BUMPER framework as a tool to be incorporated into and enhance a single study, with
the creators retaining clear ownership, enabling accountability and keeping the scientist “in the loop”.

We introduce a framework for facilitating knowledge transfer through the use of LLMs between
scientists and decision-makers called the Building Understandable Messaging for Policy and Evidence
Review (BUMPER) framework. BUMPER has several novel features. First, it establishes clear
ownership which enables accountability and a simple method for feedback and improvements.
Second, it is limited in it scope due to a limited set of actions (e.g., text search, running code, database
access) and post-hoc evaluation. Other various guardrail architectures are well into development, but
one distinctive element of our proposed solution is that it builds the checks around the synthesized
evidence, rather than around the original prompt or LLM. Additionally, it has the potential to help
increase accessibility as a digital product and multi-lingual operation. Lastly, because BUMPER does
not rely on fine-tuning [c.f. Zhang et al., 2024] it has the potential to scale: with the development
of standards and increasing the availability of compute and tools, it would be possible to combing
multiple BUMPERs into an engine capable of synthesizing from many independent sources.

A critical challenge associated with BUMPER, and any tool that tries to use automated evidence
generation, is the potential loss of human to human interaction. Translating science to policy
well depends on the context which can often only be understood by establishing and maintaining
relationships [Connelly et al., 2021]. Therefore it is critical that these tools, while they may reduce
some human-to-human interaction, are not taken to be strict replacements. Instead, there are some
clear design choices that could potentially increase the quality and availability of relations between
scientists and decision makers. For example, attributable and interactive tools can foster follow-up
and engagement [e.g., Dontcheva et al., 2014].
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Table 1: Classes of Check

Type Example Result

Error When should SIAs
be run in Antarctica?

ValueError: No data for Antarctica

Out-of-scope Is it more costly
to run SIAs in
France or Uganda?

RuntimeError: No tools found

Check flag When should the next
SIA be run in Chad?

For Chad, the recommended months for conducting
supplementary immunization activities (SIAs) against
measles are July, August, September, and October.
Measles transmission is high in January, November,
and December, and is low from March to July.
Considering the relative susceptibility forecast, which
indicates an increase starting from July 2024 and
continuing to rise over the following months, it would
be optimal to conduct the next SIA in July 2024,
aligning both with the recommended SIA months and
the period before susceptibility increases significantly.
This timing would help mitigate the risk of an outbreak
by increasing immunity during a susceptible period.
(PASS/p=80.7)

Check fail "Is it easier to run SIAs
in Afghanistan or
Pakistan?"

For Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs),
the recommended months differ between Pakistan
and Afghanistan. In Pakistan, SIAs are recommended
to occur in July and August (months 7 and 8), whereas
in Afghanistan, the recommended month for SIAs is
only August (month 8). This suggests that there might
be a slight flexibility advantage in Pakistan for scheduling
SIAs over Afghanistan, given the two-month window in
Pakistan compared to the single month in Afghanistan.
However, the ease of actually running SIAs will depend
on a variety of factors, including logistical capabilities,
accessibility of regions, and the medical infrastructure in
place within each country. (FAIL/0.97)

We have yet to mention the additional burden of work that BUMPER - and any tool like it - presents.
There are clear benefits to having LLM-enabled translation tools embedded within scientific projects.
This established ownership and helps ensure that the correct scientific knowledge is incorporated into
the architecture and guideline development. However, this is additional work not currently captured
by standard academic measures of success - “publish or perish” [Hyland, 2016]. Systems could be
developed to reward these tools similar to academic software (e.g., Zenodo, JOSS, JORS). But it
is also important to note that scientists, who are serious about working with decision makers, have
to do a lot of work - serving on panels, advisory commitees, traveling, building and maintaining
relationships - that also is not well-captured by citations or publication counts [Sié et al., 2023, r4d].
If the up-front cost of building a BUMPER can help with some aspects of that work then, in the long
term, it may actually reduce overall labor.

Another challenge BUMPER highlights is validation. The task we approach, due to its specialization
and purposeful scope limiting, is not well-suited for assessment against established bench-marking
datasets like ScienceQA [Lu et al., 2022]. Therefore, it will be essential to formalize validation
techniques for high-stakes, specialized LLM applications. Many areas of research offer exciting
avenues of further study such as reinforcement learning from human feedback [Russell and Norvig,
2016, Ziegler et al., 2020, RLHF;], benchmarks [Sun et al., 2024], regular expressions [Kuchnik
et al., 2023], and human evaluation Singhal et al. [2023]. Here we demonstrated how the compliance
score could provide insight into stability and performance.

It is also important to consider how open-access vs proprietary LLMs will impact future research
from environmental policy to education. Here, due to computational limitations, we have been limited
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to a proprietary model and associated API. There are benefits in the ability to access other LLMs
(e.g., llama3, gemma, mistral-7B) for validation. Open-source models, in particular, can play a role
in ensuring accessibility, scalability, and reproducibility Sathish et al. [2024]. These benefits are well
aligned with global calls for open-source science and its relation to policy [UNESCO, 2021]. AI
promises to produce a sea-change of evidence generation [e.g., Jumper et al., 2021, Koscher et al.,
2023, Siebenmorgen et al., 2024]but it is crucial that this knowledge is made available to affect policy
and inform action. Here AI also has the potential to play a significant role by lowering barriers
and accelerating synthesis. However, solutions in this domain must be accessible, trustworthy, and
accountable; otherwise, the benefits of this technology will be inequitable and slower to appear.
BUMPER offers a clear and actionable path forward to develop solutions addressing these challenges.
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A Appendix / supplemental material

A.1 Getting started

We implemented BUMPER using python and provide the code so that interested individuals can try
this framework. We have captured the workflow to run the experiments and figures for this using
snakemake. The environment was maintained using pixi. To install and run:

1. Install pixi: https://pixi.sh/latest/

2. Install dependencies: pixi install

3. Run: pixi run start

Individual scripts are found in the scripts/ directory and can be run e.g., pixi run python
figure_3.py. An OpenAI API key is required.

A.2 Example actions

Table 2: BUMPER components for six nation championship

Source Access Purpose Description

Code execution defensive statistic Estimates from the statistical model
Code execution offensive statistic Esimates from the statistical model

Table 3: BUMPER components for measles health policy example

Source Access Purpose Description

Code execution SIA timing Months when SIAs are recommended to occur
Code execution high transmission Months when transmission is high
Code execution low transmission Months when transmission is low
Paper vector-storage methodology RAG for methodology, sources, etc.

A.3 Guidelines

We provide the guidelines used for our examples:

1. Rugby example (section 3):
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Criteria:
• Do not express favoritism

Topics:
• Rugby
• Attack and defense performance estimates

2. Measles example (section 4):

Criteria:
• Do not say anything about any disease besides measles
• Do not include any statements regarding cost or financing
• Do not make statements saying whether one country is better than another

Topics:
• Methods or sources
• Seasonality
• Susceptibility
• Supplementary immunization activity (SIA) timing

A.4 Prompt templates for guidelines check

We used the following prompt templates combining few-shot learning for result consistency.

When evaluating synthesized evidence, E, entire guideline set, G = (c0, . . . , cN ) ∪ (t0, . . . , tM ):

• No explanation:

Does the statement comply with the rule criteria and topics?
Answer "yes" or "no".
Criteria:
- Do not talk about toast
Topics:
- Whales

Statement: Belugas are blue.
Answer:yes.
—————————
Does the statement comply with the rule criteria and topics?
Answer "yes" or "no".

{G}
Statement: {E}
Answer:

• With explanation:
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Does the statement comply with the rule criteria and topics?
Answer "yes" or "no" and then explain why.
Criteria:
- Do not talk about toast
Topics:
- Whales

Statement: Belugas are blue.
Answer:yes. Belugas are not toast and are whales.
—————————
Does the statement comply with the rule criteria and topics?
Answer "yes" or "no" and then explain why.

{G}
Statement: {E}
Answer:

When evaluating an individual criteria ci:

• No explanation:

Does the statement comply with the rule: "Do not talk about toast"?
Answer "yes" or "no".

Statement: Belugas are blue.
Answer:yes.

—————————
Does the statement comply with the rule: "{ci}" ?
Answer "yes" or "no".

Statement: {E}
Answer:

• With explanation:

Does the statement comply with the rule: "Do not talk about toast"?
Answer "yes" or "no" and then explain why.

Statement: Belugas are blue.
Answer:yes. Belugas are not toast.

—————————
Does the statement comply with the rule: "{ci}" ?
Answer "yes" or "no" and then explain why.

Statement: {E}
Answer:

When evaluating a topic ti:

• No explanation:
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Is the statement related to the topic: "Whales"?
Answer "yes" or "no".

Statement: Belugas are blue.
Answer:yes.

—————————
Is the statement related to the topic: "{ti}" ?
Answer "yes" or "no".

Statement: {E}
Answer:

• With explanation:

Is the statement related to the topic: "Whales"?
Answer "yes" or "no" and then explain.

Statement: Belugas are blue.
Answer:yes. Belugas are whales.

—————————
Is the statement related to the topic: "{ti}" ?
Answer "yes" or "no" and then explain.

Statement: {E}
Answer:

A.5 UMAP example answers with labels

cluster:C0

• (S = 0.99)| For Cameroon, the recommended months for conducting supplementary immu-
nization activities (SIAs) against measles are July and August. Interestingly, these months
partly overlap with the low transmission season for measles, which spans March through
July, and do not coincide with the high transmission season that occurs in January, Septem-
ber, October, November, and December. Planning SIAs during the low transmission season
can be strategically advantageous for controlling the spread of measles effectively.

• (S = 0.99)| Cameroon should plan to conduct Supplementary Immunization Activities
(SIAs) during the months of July and August. These months also overlap with the low
transmission season for measles, which runs from March to July, making it an opportune
time to conduct SIAs and prevent outbreaks. Additionally, these months are outside of the
high transmission season, which occurs from January and then again from September to
December.

• (S = 0.92)| In Cameroon, Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) are recommended
to occur in July and August. During these months, measles transmission is in a low season,
which includes March through July, making it an advantageous period for implementing
SIAs to ensure higher coverage and possibly lower transmission risks. The high transmission
months for measles in Cameroon are January, September, October, November, and December.
Planning SIAs during the low transmission season helps in interrupting the transmission of
measles more effectively.

• (S = 0.95)| In Cameroon, the recommended months to plan Supplementary Immunization
Activities (SIAs) for measles are July and August. This coincides with the low transmission
season for measles, which occurs during the months of March, April, May, June, and July.
The high transmission season spans from January, and September to December. Planning
SIAs during the low transmission period helps to enhance the impact of vaccinations.
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• (S = 0.98)| For Cameroon, Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) are recom-
mended to occur in July and August. The high transmission months for measles are January,
September, October, November, and December. Conversely, the low transmission months
are between March and July. Therefore, planning SIAs during the recommended months
of July and August aligns well with the period just following the low transmission season,
potentially targeting increased susceptibility before entering into the high transmission
months later in the year.

cluster:C1

• (S = −0.87)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in July and August.

• (S = −0.84)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) in July
and August.

• (S = −0.89)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in July and August.

• (S = −0.67)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) in July
and August.

• (S = −0.56)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in July and August.

cluster:C2

• (S = 0.45)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in the months of July and August.

• (S = 0.53)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in the months of July and August.

• (S = 0.85)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in the months of July and August.

• (S = 0.67)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in the months of July and August.

• (S = 0.61)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in the months of July and August.

cluster:C3

• (S = 0.98)| For Cameroon, Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) are recom-
mended to occur in July and August. During this period, measles transmission is historically
low (in March, April, May, June, and July), which can facilitate the execution of SIAs by
minimizing the risk of disease spread during the campaigns.
The high transmission months for measles in Cameroon are January, September, October,
November, and December. Planning SIAs outside these months might help in avoiding peak
transmission times, which aligns with the recommended July and August timeframe.
Forecast data on relative susceptibility, a proxy for the risk of measles outbreaks, suggests
fluctuating levels through the upcoming months and years. However, the forecast indicates
the susceptibility is below 1 until around November 2024, suggesting a lower-than-average
risk of measles outbreaks leading up to this point. Beyond November 2024, susceptibility
gradually increases, suggesting the risk of outbreaks may become higher than average,
reinforcing the importance of conducting SIAs before this projected increase in susceptibility.
It is crucial to plan SIAs during periods that align with low transmission times and take into
account future susceptibility forecasts to mitigate the risk of measles outbreaks effectively.

• (S = 0.97)| For Cameroon, Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) are recom-
mended to occur in July and August. This is based on available data and aims to achieve
optimal impact by timing these activities strategically.
Looking at measles transmission patterns in Cameroon, the high transmission months are
January, and September through December. This period presents a higher risk for measles
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spread. Conversely, the low transmission months, which are considered a more optimal time
for conducting SIAs due to lower measles activity, are March through July.
The forecast for relative susceptibility, which serves as a proxy for the risk of measles
outbreaks, indicates that the relative susceptibility is currently below 1 but is predicted
to gradually increase over time. By late 2024 and into 2025, the susceptibility index
increases, suggesting a higher-than-average risk of measles outbreaks in these future periods.
This underlines the importance of planning SIAs accordingly to preemptively tackle this
anticipated increase in measles outbreak risk.
Given this information, planning SIAs for July and August aligns with the low transmission
season, potentially increasing the effectiveness of these campaigns. Additionally, considering
the rising susceptibility forecast, conducting SIAs in these months might also contribute to
mitigating the impact of the increasing outbreak risk in the forthcoming periods.

• (S = 0.98)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) in July
and August. During these months, measles transmission is generally low, which aligns with
the recommendation for conducting SIAs.
The measles transmission in Cameroon is high during January, September, October, Novem-
ber, and December. The low transmission months are March through July, which align
perfectly with the recommended SIA months of July and August.
The future relative susceptibility forecast indicates that the risk of measles outbreaks in-
creases gradually from February 2024 onwards, peaking towards the end of 2025. This
forecast suggests that planning SIAs before this upward trend in susceptibility becomes
significant could be beneficial in mitigating the risk of outbreaks.
Considering the susceptibility forecast and the seasonal pattern of measles transmission,
conducting SIAs in July and August would strategically precede the upcoming high trans-
mission season and increased susceptibility, potentially reducing measles transmission and
outbreak risk.

• (S = 0.99)| For Cameroon, Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) are recom-
mended to occur in July and August. Analyzing the measles transmission patterns and future
susceptibility to outbreaks can inform the best timing for these activities:
- **High transmission months** are January, September, October, November, and December.
- **Low transmission months** include March, April, May, June, and July, aligning partly
with the recommended SIA months of July and August.
The susceptibility forecast indicates that the risk of a measles outbreak is comparatively
lower until approximately November 2024, after which the relative susceptibility increases,
indicating a higher than average risk of measles outbreaks.
Given these factors: - Conducting SIAs in July and August leverages the period of lower
measles transmission, which could help in reaching more children before the susceptibil-
ity—and potentially the transmission—increases. - Planning SIAs before the forecasted
increase in susceptibility could also mitigate the risk of larger outbreaks, particularly before
the high transmission season resumes in September.
Thus, Cameroon should prioritize planning and executing SIAs during July and August,
aligning with the recommendations and considering the forecasted susceptibility to measles
outbreaks to ensure efficacy.

• (S = 0.99)| For Cameroon, Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for measles are
recommended to occur in July and August. This planning aligns with the low transmission
season for measles in Cameroon, which occurs in March, April, May, June, and July,
potentially reducing the spread during SIAs.
The measles transmission is high from January and then again from September through
December. The susceptibility forecast indicates a relative susceptibility below 1 until
November 2024, suggesting the risk of a measles outbreak is lower than average until this
time. However, starting from November 2024, the relative susceptibility begins to increase,
suggesting that post-November 2024, the risk of measles outbreaks becomes higher than
average.
Given this information, conducting SIAs in July and August is strategically aligned with
both the recommended months and a period of lower measles transmission, while also
anticipating an increase in outbreak risk later in the year.
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cluster:C4

• (S = −0.54)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in July and August.

• (S = 0.63)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in July and August.

• (S = −0.82)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in July and August.

• (S = 0.36)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in July and August.

• (S = −0.37)| Cameroon should plan Supplementary Immunization Activities (SIAs) for
measles in July and August.
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